X KD's Sunglasses Original Biker Shades Motorcycle Polarized Black Gray
1019
X-KD's are 20 percent larger than The Original KD's
Polarized lens sunglasses offer better function and versatility than conventional sunglasses. Polarized
lenses dramatically reduce reflective glare off of water, highways and other reflective surfaces. Eye
fatique associated with prolonged exposure to the sun's glare is effectively diminished
- Lightweight
- 100% UV protection
- Long slim arms for better peripheral vision
- Fits comfortably under a helmet
- Acetate frame with wire reinforced temples
- Meets ANSI Z80.3 standards
- Total Frame Height 1-5/8" (4.19cm) Total Frame Width 5-3/4" (14.60cm)
Flying down the road on your motorcycle, feeling the sun, wind and speed; you've never felt more free
or alive. What completes this picture? The number-one selling biker sunglasses in the world - The
Original KD's. KD's not only protect your eyes from the elements, they embody the spirit of the
rider. They are lightweight yet remain secure on the face, even at top speeds. Available in 22
different colors, there is an Original KD's sunglass meant for you. Come experience what so many
riders have been sure about for over 60 years - The Original KD's are cool!
Harley riders world-wide have come to know The Original KD's as the go-to sunglass. The Original KD's
are forever entwined with the American biker and the biking experience. This little black framed
sunglass was originally worn by hard-core bikers in the 1950s. The appeal and popularity of KD's (Kool
Daddies) has endured through the decades because of its clean styling and pure function. They are
the "Original Biker Shades." KD's are a top quality, value-priced, sports and casual wear sunglass that
is extremely versatile.
The frame's no-nonsense, classic, retro-look appeals to both men and women. The Original KD's are
only available from Pacific Coast Sunglasses, Inc. Sunglass styles come and go, but with the Original
KD's, you'll always be ready for the road ahead. Bikers made them famous, but everyone loves The
Original KD's®.

Fit: Adult (One Size Fits Most)

